Methodologies for Practice Based Research in the Arts & Humanities
By Zoya Sardashti
Course Objectives:
Pursue studio practice within an academic framework, discovering, creating and articulating
practice-based methodologies bespoke to the student’s research.
Partake in creative exchanges with other artist-scholars.
Contribute collectively to an open platform where theory is imbricated within practice and help to develop
a culture in which one articulates and shows evidence for practice-based research inquiry at different
stages of project development.
To engage in critical inquiry and readings of practice-based case studies in conversation with studio work.
To engage thoughtfully in the documentation of one’s practice, developing images, writings, designs,
video, sound files, and links alongside deep reflection, group conversation and feedback.
To contribute to a shared sense of others’ practice, building a vocabulary of practice-based methodology
and critique, which in turn should strengthen one’s reflection on and critical awareness of one’s work.
Course Description:
This unique intensive course is an interrogation of practice-based research in the fields of live art,
performance-making and visual practices. Students will attend weekly lectures, and create a
work-in-progress alongside weekly reflections, with an emphasis placed on the intersections of creative
and critical methodologies. This course centers on creating an opportunity for students to develop
frameworks (context, tools and networks) which will enhance their ability to articulate practical-creative
research within academic contexts. The nature of this course stems from a desire to create an open forum
for future artist-scholars by forming a convivial creative community of arts practitioners within research
contexts while exposing students to trending contemporary practices among contemporary art
practitioners in Europe/Italy.
Course Structure:
The course will run for 9 months with bi-weekly deadlines. Each month the group will focus on different
Practice-Based Research themes, paired with lectures, assignments and some readings. Students will be
required to come to this course with a creative project to develop. This could be an idea or concept in its
beginning phase or a project that they are currently developing. On the first Monday of each month, a new
assignment will be communicated to participants. The assignments will all involve individual and group
modules. Throughout the course, students will work towards showing a fifteen to twenty-minute excerpt
of material from their creative project every two weeks. All submissions will be viewed and evaluated by
the course participants. This format can incorporate a lens-based practice, take the form of an installation,
or draw from digital media. Students will be expected to discuss what they have learned and how it relates
to performance/live engagement towards the end of the second semester. This course will introduce
students to practice-based research, in hopes they will continue to explore how theories inform practical
methods of application, enhancing their ability to articulate creative research within other
artistic/academic contexts.
Learning Outcomes:

By the end of the course, students should be able to:
Develop and articulate their own practice-based methodologies within their artistic disciplines, mapping
their practice in relation to work in a range of academic fields.
Develop thoughtful creative approaches to self and peer critique of practice-based work.
Assignments:
Assignments will be posted each week alongside their ongoing creative project work. Students must
complete the weekly assignments. Each week an assignment will be peer reviewed, enabling students to
develop tools for critique and evaluation (self and peer).

1st month-Introduction to Autoethnography
Autoethnography as a practice helps us recognize power relations that perpetuate inequalities. Engaging
in the aesthetics of the self while thinking critically about social norms generates a new set of relations,
possibilities and futures. Students will write project descriptions for their ongoing creative project in 1st
person and 3rd person. They will articulate 2-3 types of specialist knowledge s/he has from an arts
practice (for example if s/he is a choreographer, s/he may have a specialist knowledge of kinesthetics) and
keep an autoethnographic journal during the week.

Reading:
Jones, Joni L. ‘Performance Ethnography: The Role of Embodiment in Cultural Authenticity’, Theatre
Topics, Volume 12, Number 1, March 2002, pp. 1-15 (Article)

2nd month-Research-Based Practice
Students will practice an exercise of formulating research questions and outcomes through the desires and
methodologies of arts practice. Writing on this topic will be shared with the group.

Play for Subject b y Kinkaleri
Reading:
Situating Vertical City between Artistic Development and Applied Cognitive Science’, TDR: The Drama
Review, Volume 53, Number 4, pp. 120-136.
https://brucewbarton.com/about-2/
3rd month-Situating Your Practice/Research
This month the lectures will be on spatial practice or situating one’s research. Students will be guided
through a series of ‘on site’ writing and exercises related to a working space. As students work on their
project, s/he will consider the space(s) in which the artist works (physical, conceptual, historical, etc.) as
well as the space(s) one’s project produces (physical, conceptual, historical). How might thinking about a
project as a "spatial practice" help situate one’s research in terms of its unique surroundings and
environment? How might a spatial lens expose the architecture and frame of one’s research?

Readings:
Lefebvre H. 2004, "The Rhythmanalyist: A Previsionary Portrait" and "Seen from the Window",
Rhythmanalysis: Space, Time, and Everyday Life. p. 20 - 38.

Lefebvre, H., The Production of Space, Chapter 1 "Plan of the Present Work" p 1-67 and Chapter 3
"Spatial Architectonics" p 169-228.
4th month-Phenomenology
This month will focus on phenomenology in a practice-based research context. The students will work on
their project, being mindful of their embodied experience as a practitioner and the subjective thoughts,
feelings, hunches and prejudices that may flow in and out of consciousness while working. Students will
keep a phenomenological journal.

On The Concept of the Face, Regarding the Son of God by Romeo Castellucci & Socìetas Raffaello
Sanzio
Readings:
Case Study: Susan Kozel (2007) Closer: Performance Technologies Phenomenology Chapter One,
pp.1-83 (especially section 1.10 on method)
The Visible and the Invisible, Maurice, Merleau-Ponty, Claude Lefort, (ed.), Trans. Alphonso Lingis,
Northwestern University studies in Phenomenology and Existential Philosophy, (Northwestern University
Press: Evanston), 1968.
5th month-Mapping Practice
This month students will be guided through creating a ‘map’ of their practice and the academic fields and
cognate fields related to the work. Students will share these maps with the group.

Reading:
Riley, S. R. and Hunter, L. (eds.) (2009) Mapping Landscapes for Performance as Research. New York:
Palgrave.
6th month-Signatures of Practice
Students will consider the ways in which their practice can be articulated and identified within an
academic context. How can the 'art-i-facts' one produces best transcribe the qualitative dimensions of
one’s practice? The group will discuss any ideas about her or his ideal ‘signature style’.

No Tengo Dinero by Cristina Rizzo
7th month- Evaluation and Critique
The students will create a bespoke evaluation rubric which outlines the ways in which s/he wants their
work to be critiqued and discuss any interesting tensions around the subjectivity of evaluating creative
work.

Reading: Liz Lerman Critical Response. (A PDF will be provided.)

8th month-Articulating Practice
Students will compose a final position on ‘articulating practice’ – how we articulate our artistic practice
as research and what types of knowledge we generate. This session will include an informal presentation
and feedback of the final project.

9th month- Exhibition and Performances
The group will collectively exhibit documentation of their artistic processes and present their work to an
audience.

Catrame by Motus
Other reading material:
Kershaw, B. (2009) ‘Practice as Research through Performance’, in Smith, H. and Dean, R. (eds.).
Research Methods in Theatre and Performance (Research Methods for the Arts and Humanities).
Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, pp. 63-85.
Nelson, R. (2006) “Practice as Research and the Problem of Knowledge”, Performance Research, vol 11,
No 4 December: 105-116.Nelson, R. (2013) Practice as Research in the Arts: Principles, Protocols,
Pedagogies, Resistances, Basingstoke: Palgrave
Riley, S. R. and Hunter, L. (eds.) (2009) Mapping Landscapes for Performance as Research. New York:
Palgrave.
Zarrilli, P. (2002) ‘Negotiating Performance Epistemologies: Knowledges “about”, “in” and “for”’.
Studies in Theatre and Performance, Vol. 21 (1), pp. 31-46.
Grading
My strategy for grading considers the student’s needs and the goals of the course. To make the
student-teacher relationship more personal, I suggest we create a rubric that is fair to the student and
satisfies the university’s code of ethics. In each course I expose students to different research methods and

writing techniques to encourage them to respond in several ways. Documentation of students’ responses
connecting their writing practice to other academic domains supports their final grade. I ask that they
choose a format of documentation which outlines processes of discovery, denotes questions throughout
the course and chronicles self-reflexive exercises conducted outside of class. Students are expected to
discuss what they have learned and how it relates to the process of writing in a journal. This assessment
introduces students to practice-based research, in hopes they will continue to explore how theories inform
practical methods of application, enhancing their ability to articulate various approaches to writing and
research within other academic and professional contexts. At the end of the course the student will present
a self-assessment in the journal and I will grade them accordingly using the rubric we co-created.
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